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Fractions with Tangrams
"This workbook will help your child perform multipledigit vertical form multiplication."--Cover.

Addition Grade 1
"This workbook will help your child learn addition
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sums beyond 20."--cover.

Word Problems Grades 6/8
Word Problems joins Kumon Middle School Math
workbooks. The word problems in this workbook will
cover grade appropriate topics. Word problems are
designed to test a childs understanding and mastery
of math topics. This workbook will develop your childs
ability to apply the math skills he or she has learned
in Middle School Math problems that reflect real world
situations. Learning math is easy with our middle
school level math books. These workbooks follow
Kumons unique, step-by-step approach that students
and parents know they can count on.

Geometry & Measurement, Grade 1
Promotes beginning multiplication skills by
introducing specific concepts gradually to enable
complete mastery and the memorization of
multiplication basics, sharing an abundance of
practice pages for extra reinforcement. Original.

Decimals & Fractions
"This workbook will help your child perform multipledigit vertical form division with remainders."--Cover.

Fractions
With this workbook, your child will master each topic
in pre-algebra in a step-by-step manner, building both
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understanding and confidence. Topics include
fractions, exponents, order of operations, positive and
negative numbers, algebraic expressions, and more.
The contents of this volume were originally published
individually as Pre-Algebra Workbook I (2014) and PreAlgebra Workbook II (2014).

Decimals & Fractions Grade 5
Addition
Focus on Multiplication and Division with
Decimals
Singapore Math creates a deep understanding of each
key math concept, is a direct complement to the
current textbooks used in Singapore,includes an
introduction explaining the Singapore Math method,
and includes step-by-step solutions in the answer key.
Singapore Math, for students in grades 2 to 5,
provides math practice while developing analytical
and problem-solving skills. Learning objectives are
provided to identify what students should know after
completing each unit, and assessments are included
to ensure that learners obtain a thorough
understanding of mathematical concepts. Perfect as a
supplement to classroom work, these workbooks will
boost confidence in problem-solving and criticalthinking skills!

Word Problems, Grade 6
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Kumon's research has discovered that children learn
more easily when they tackle one skill at a time.
That's why Kumon Focus on Workbooks shine a
spotlight on one challenging maths topic per book and
help children improve these essential skills and gain
confidence in their abilities. Each workbook utilises
the Kumon Method - a step-by-step, incremental
approach that helps children learn at their own pace
and without anxiety. By rigorously practising each
skill, the child will be proficient in the mathematics
that is crucial for future learning.

Math Boosters
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade six
vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a
step-by-step manner."--Cover.

Summer Review and Prep 3-4
For children who can already read and write the 26
letters of the alphabet. Words that are familiar to
children - such as bat, hat and rat - are grouped
together by the vowel and consonant combination of
the last two letters. By repeatedly saying and tracing
words, children easily acquire solid abilities to say and
write simple words.

Kumon, Addition & Subtraction
My Book of Rhyming Words
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Summer Review and Prep 4-5
This workbook applies the Kumon Method to algebra,
so your child will build strong algebra skills without
feeling anxious or overwhelmed. Topics include
solving for x, simplifying algebraic expressions, linear
equations, inequalities, graphing equations, and
more. The contents of this volume were originally
published individually as Algebra Workbook I (2014)
and Algebra Workbook II (2014).

Grade 2 Reading
Studies show that it's important for children to
engage in educational activities even when school is
out. That's why we developed our Summer Review &
Prep series. Each book includes engaging math and
reading activities that review concepts from the
previous year and introduce next year's curriculum.

My Book of Numbers, 1-30
"This workbook will help your child perform multi-digit
subtraction with ease."--cover.

Pre-Algebra
Key to Fractions
"This workbook will introduce your child to word
problems dealing with adding, subtracting,
multiplying and dividing fractions with unlike
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denominators, as well as working with the concepts of
ratio, average, speed and proportion."--Cover.

Focus on Reducing and Calculating
Fractions
Kumon, Multiplication
Kumon's research has discovered that children learn
more easily when they tackle one skill at a time.
That's why Kumon Focus on Workbooks shine a
spotlight on one challenging maths topic per book and
help children improve these essential skills and gain
confidence in their abilities. Each workbook utilises
the Kumon Method - a step-by-step, incremental
approach that helps children learn at their own pace
and without anxiety. By rigorously practising each
skill, the child will be proficient in the mathematics
that is crucial for future learning.

Writing
Our UK Commonwealth Editions have been
reexamined to see how they align with UK education
standards. Kumon offers four titles that support the
Early Years Learning Stage curriculum and four titles
that support Key Stage 1 curriculum. Give your child
an edge in education with Kumon Workbooks.

My Book of Money Counting Dollars and
Cents
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Get better and faster: In our fast-paced world,
precision and speed are valuable qualities. Kumon
Speed and Accuracy Math Workbooks give your child
the competitive edge they need for school and
beyond. On each page, children time their progress,
so they can see their skills and speed improve. If your
child can add numbers 1 through 9, then this book will
increase his or her speed and accuracy when adding.
Use this book to help your child practice and master
basic addition.

Word Problems, Grade 4
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade two
vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a
step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].

Focus on Speed, Proportion & Ratio
Algebra
Grade 2 workbook introduces word problems with
multiple-digit addition and subtraction.

Geometry & Measurement, Grade 4
Grade 4 workbook introduces word problems
involving multi-digit multiplication and division, some
decimals and tables and graphs.

Subtraction Grade 1
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Introduces the youngest students to numbers up to
30, reinforcing early recognition and number-writing
skills with connect-the-dot games, tracing activities
and more, in a volume complemented by a
confidence-building certificate of achievement.
Original.

Blitzer
"Use this book as a fun and easy introduction to
dollars and monetary values over $1, which will help
strengthen your child's mathematical skills"--Cover.

Word Problems, Grade 2
Kumon Workbooks teach children one specific skill
from start to finish. The Kumon Method introduces
concepts step-by-step, helping children to master
each skill in turn as they gain confidence in their
abilities and gather motivation to continue learning.
Self-directed, Kumon workbooks are designed to
nurture good study habits for students who need
remedial or enrichment work. Exercises in this book
include: identifying factors & common factors,
multiples & common multiples; learning the
properties of circle; reducing fractions; using ratios;
understanding measurements; and more

Every Child an Achiever
"This workbook will introduce your child to more
complicated multiple-digit addition and
subtraction."--cover.
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Reading
My First Book of Lowercase Letters
Grade 3 Geometry and Measurement
Kumon, Multiplication
Includes: Book 4 of Key to Fractions

Singapore Math, Grade 4
Geometry & Measurement, Grade 6
Kumon's research has discovered that children learn
more easily when they tackle one skill at a time.
That's why Kumon Focus on Workbooks shine a
spotlight on one challenging maths topic per book and
help children improve these essential skills and gain
confidence in their abilities. Each workbook utilises
the Kumon Method - a step-by-step, incremental
approach that helps children learn at their own pace
and without anxiety. By rigorously practising each
skill, the child will be proficient in the mathematics
that is crucial for future learning.

My First Book of Uppercase Letters
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Helps children who are starting to learn the alphabet
grasp the differences between capital and lower-case
letters, providing skill-building worksheets featuring
colorful representative images, traceable capital
letters and write-in spaces. Original.

Math Boosters
Division Grade 4
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